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Air Pressure: The Bin Liner
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The phenomenon of air pressure is hard to visualise as the pressure is exerted by
fast moving air particles. Air pressure is the force at which atmospheric gas
molecules hit a certain surface area. At sea level the molecules exert a force of about
10N per square cm. For the average adult with a surface area of 1 sq meter, this
results in a push force of 100,000N or the weight of a 10,000kg body. That is a
substantial weight to bear. 10 Metric tons!
One of the first questions that comes to mind, is why we do not experience this pressure? The answer lies in the
fact that we have air, blood (and bones) in our bodies exerting the same pressure. So we have an equilibrium. In
this demonstration we will demonstrate the effect when we have a 5 to 10% difference in air pressure. We will
place a person in a plastic bin liner bag and then pull around 10% of the air from the bag. The result is a bag that
is stretched, pushed and wrapped around the body by the stronger external air pressure.
Acknowledgement: Original idea from Eric Muller at The Exploratorium, San Francisco
Real world links
The kitchen food vacuum system
uses this principle. The outside air
pressure moulds the bag to the food
Vacuum forming in packaging with
plastic being heated

A breathtaking experience

Required
Council bin liners (240L)
Home vacuum cleaner
Action
1. Have a volunteer remove his / her shoes and step into the bag
2. Have him / her sit down with legs crossed
3. The vacuum hose is fed from the top and the end is held close to the stomach. The bag-person pulls the hose
end to his body and cups a hand around the opening so air can still move through. This will prevent the bag and
clothing being sucked into the hose.
4. The teacher holds the bag around the neck so there are no obvious openings
Safety
Only to be done under teacher supervision
One person should be in control of the vacuum switch
One person assisting the person in the bag. The bag-person may tip over so be vigilant
The bag-person should never place their head inside the bag
Immediately turn the vacuum off when the bag-person requests so

View the demonstration video under Snippets at www.profbunsen.com.au

